The position:
Type:
Starting:

Full Stack Web Developer
Full-time, salary and benefits!
Immediately

We’re looking for a full-stack web developer who is motivated to help bring full features from
concept to reality. You will be working as part of a development team to assess, plan,
implement and support new feature development working within a diverse range of projects.
You will work alongside UI/UX designers, front-end & backend developers, and Project
Managers in the definition and development of high-value features for both web and mobile
platforms.
We imagine you have at least 2-3 years of experience in full-stack development, with a
demonstrated history of successfully delivering completed projects.
This position requires someone who:
- works well in a team,
- is self-motivated, trustworthy and independent,
- is motivated for career advancement,
- can see the big picture,
- has strong communication skills, excellent problem-solving skills and a very high
attention to detail.
Your technical skillset contains:
- Strong C#, Microsoft .NET MVC & MS SQL Server skills
- Experiencing in data modeling
- Cross-browser development skills
- Ability to troubleshoot problems in code from other developers
- Strong testing experience (automated or otherwise)
- Knowledge of XML, JSON, DOM, and other W3C standards
- Strong HTML, CSS (LESS, SASS) background
- Responsive design implementation experience
- Strong JavaScript background (AJAX, JSON, MVVM, jQuery)
- Layout framework experience (Bootstrap, Foundation)
- Experience with consuming RESTful web services
- Version control system experience
- Microsoft Azure experience
- Bonus points if you have exposure to mobile development (Native or Otherwise)
Nice to meet you. We’re Urban Lighthouse.
Urban Lighthouse is a Calgary based application and web development company. We specialize
in .NET web applications such as asset management, content management and real-time
auctioning. We offer a casual, team orientated work environment that promotes learning and
skill improvement.
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While we like to have some fun around the office we do take our work seriously and while
working at Urban Lighthouse you will have the chance to collaborate with a talented team of
experienced developers. You will also do work for some fantastic clients on some really
engaging projects that will see your development skills grow.
 Think you’d like to work here? Send your resume/questions to info@urbanlighthouse.com.
While all applications are reviewed, only chosen applicants will be contacted. Shortlisted
candidates will likely have to take a test to prove their skills. Only local candidates need to apply.
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